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1 lntmduetion 
The Allen Telescope Array (ATA) is a new insUUment 
being built by the SETTI institute. It is an array of off- 
set Gregorian reflector antennas and will have a very 
large bandwidth. covenng0.5 GHzta I1 GHz. We have 
analyzed a lag-peridic feed that covers the frequency 
range with low losses and low noise. The feed was 
designed by Greg Engargiola at University of Berkely, 
California [I] .  It consists of four lag-penodic arms, to- 
gether forming a pyramid. In the center of the pyramid, 
B metallic pyramid is located. holding IOW noise ampli- 
hers and cryogenics [I]. Figure 1 shows the geometry 
of the feed. The feed is also being considered for the 
proposed Square Kilometer Array (SKA). 
We have done extensive numerical analysis of radiation 
paltems of the feed and we have used these to calcu- 
late its performance in the reflector system in a sim- 
ple and effective way. The reflector performance in- 
cludes the apenure efficiency and its sub efficiencies 
calculated using simple formulas for bodies of revolu- 
lion (BOR). The actual reflector ayatem is not a BOR, 
but still the BOR efficiencies will characterize the feed 
performance. This method requires that the BORl component is emacted from the radia- 
tion pattem. The pawer in other BOR components represent power 1 0 s  and is accounted for 
in a BORl efficiency. This paper discusses this method and some results from the analysis 
ofthe ATA feed are presented. 
2 Definition of efficiencies and phase center 
The apenure efficiency cap is factorized into a number of sub efficiencies according to 
~i~~~~ 1: &ometly of the ATA 
feed. 
eap = eso~~e,~eil,e,,le,et., (1) 
where esp. e, , , ,  epol and ey are spillovcr-, illumination-. polarization sidelobe- and phase 
efficiency respectively 12. chapter 8.41. is the power in undesired q-modes as defined 
below and eioc is the focus efficiency as defined below. This method assumes that there is 
ideally no cross polarization on axis and that the reflectors are rotationally symmetric and 
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The BORx component i s  the 71 = k pan of equalion 2. For B y-polmred BOK, antenna. 
the far field function i s  then 
GY,,,L(B, p) = GE(B) sinvs + GH(B) c o s d  (3) 
where GE and GH are lhe E- and H-plane radiation patterns respectively. The reduction in 
efficiency caused by power in other BOK components i s  included in the BOKreffiiciency 
in ( I ) .  (In L31. this efficiency was denoted as an uzimulh mode e'ciency.) I t  i s  defined as 
the power in the BORl component over the total power. 
We use the same definition of the phase center as in [2] and 141. namely: 
Thephase cenrer is rhepariicularpkase referencepoinr rhar maimires rkepkose Iffjciencr 
e, Normally, the phase center i s  placed in the focal point of the reflector in order to 
maximize the apenure efficiency. However. the phase center of the feed analyzed in this 
paper moves with frequency. The numerical analysis show that the phase cenler i s  located 
approximately 1.3X from the convergence point of the four log-periodic arms of  the feed. 
For small displacements of the phase center from the focal point. we have 141 
e + . = ,!. ~. ,,,11* ~ (ks)' (4) 
where a i s  a constant, I; i s  the wave numher and 6 i s  the displacement. From this relation 
the focus efficiency. eloc. c m  be defined as the phase efficiency over the maximum phase 
efficiency. Using this relation. it i s  possible to show that the reduction in phase efficiency 
for the ATA feed i s  less than - I  dB over the entire frequency range. 
3 Numerical analysis 
Simulations are done using the WIPL-D software which is  based on the Method of Moments 
151. The phase efficiency i s  calculated assuming that the feed is  focused for i l l 1  frequencies. 
All  simulations are run on a standard desktop computer with 512 M B  of RAM. 
Note that no symmetry can he used to simplify the calculiltions. The physical feed struucture 
i s  rotationally symmetric in steps of 90'. but the excitation does not have the same sym- 
metry. and i t  i s  therefore impossible to introduce symmetry planes. For a given frequency. 
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there exists an acrive region where the pennants are resonant. The currents on those pen- 
nants that are longer than the resonant length are very small. This makes it possible to 
simply remove these parts o f  the feed in the model in order to reduce COmpUlatiOn time. By 
doing this, simulations show minor change to the backward radiation pallem and no change 
to the forward radiation pattem. 
The subtended angle OH defined by the edge of the secondary reflector is 42'1 11. 
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Figure 2: Radiation pattems at 9.5 GHz in the 45'-plane. Solid line is  the total pattem and 
the dashed line i s  the BOR,-componenl. 
The log-periodicity states that the pelfomance i s  identical at frequencies f = P J a  where 
T i s  the log-pericdicity, fs is a base frequency and n i s  an integer 161. Thus we only need to 
Simulate in the frequency rang ~ f b  < f < fb. However. this dws  not account for truncation 
a i  the slructure. Therefore. we also need 10 simulate at the lowest and highest frequencies. 
In this paper. only  result^ from simulations at the higher frequencies are presented. 
Figure 2 shows the radiation pattem at 9.5 GHr. This frequency was chosen since it tumed 
Out to represent the enlire frequency band quite well. The -12 dB beamwidth is  roughly 
42'. 
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Figure 3: Efficiencies from 9.5 to 1 I GHz. Note 
that the focus efficiency, e(oc. i s  not included in  the 
apenure efficiency. cap 
Figure 4 Phase center position, 
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From the simulated radiation patterns, the efficiencies are calculated. Results from these 
~ i l l ~ u l a t i o n ~  are shown in figure 3. We can see that the largest negative conhibutor 10 the 
apenure efficiency is  spillover. The illumination efficiency i s  steady around -0.7 dB. The 
BORl efficiency i s  better than -0.5 dB. 
Phase center movement over the frequency range is  shown in figure 4. The solid line i s  
the calculated phase center and the dashed line i s  -1.3h for comparison. The phase center 
i s  calculated at the marked points and cubic spline interpolation i s  used to get the smooth 
curvc. 
4 Conclusion 
We hove presented a method for analyzing dual reflector systems based on BORI-extraction. 
This method docs not consider shape of  the reflectors or edge diffraction at the secondsry 
refleCtOr. 
The performancc o f  the ATA feed in the offset Gregorian dual reflector has been analyzed 
with this method. With a good corrugated feed in it paraboloid or Caregrain antenna, the 
spillover efficiency would typically be around -0.5 dB for the subtended angle giving the 
highcsl efficiency 12, chapter 8.4). The spillover efficiency for the ATA feed i s  around 
-1.5 dB, which i s  caused by high sidelobes. 
In  order to increase performance of the system, the sidelobes should be reduced. We have 
found that 0.5 dB gain can be accomplished by changing the shape of the ground pyramid 
in the center or the feed IO r cone. This will reduce the spillover and increase the BORl 
efficiency. 
Wilh optimized placement of the feed in the reflector. the reduction of phase efficiency due 
to phase center movement i s  better than -I dB. Considering the bandwith of  the feed. this is 
very good. 
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